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Week 2 Assignment 1

Assignment 1
Due: 2020-09-09, 23:59:57

Assignment 1

Assignment (A) The program we used in our objectivity the define the
A: admission registration of program
B: registration process of a program
C: offer a program
D: management of your program
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Procedures
A: the specific parameters per the Mini or the University (Elective based) can be defined for a program
B: the program department can be defined for a program
C: the program department can be defined as some subject(s) of study is defined
D: the program department can be defined as some tables/subjects are defined
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Unit 2

Assignment (B)

1. Which of the following key questions are addressed by the outcome-based education?
A: What is the intended learning outcome for the program?
B: How do we define learning outcomes for the program?
C: How do we assess the program?
D: How do we evaluate the program?
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Unit 3

Assignment (C)

1. Challenges of the 21st Century Education in the World
A: meeting the economic challenges
B: increase the number of people participating in education
C: ensure that education is available to all children
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Assignment (D)

1. Domain independent program outcome can be achieved through
A: metacognition
B: collaborative learning
C: self-directed learning
D: all of the above
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Assignment (E)

1. Approach to design the outcome-based learning follows
A: designing and developing the outcomes-based curriculum in a systematic manner
B: focusing on the outcomes of the program
C: focusing on the outcomes of the course
D: all of the above
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Assignment (F)

1. The edge of accreditation can be summarized as
A: students learning between accredited programs can have some sense of assurance
B: helping the student to understand the content of the program
C: ensuring that the program is fully accredited by some authority
D: all of the above
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Assignment (G)

1. The fee for the HEC Accreditation for four years in most of post-secondary studies in the past years
A: $500 per course
B: $1000 per course
C: $2000 per course
D: all of the above
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